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ABSTRACT: Two layers of molecular oligomers were deposited on flat carbon electrode surfaces by
electrochemical reduction of diazonium reagents, then a top contact applied to complete a solid-state
molecular junction containing a molecular bilayer. The structures and energy levels of the molecular
layers included donor molecules with relatively high energy occupied orbitals and acceptors with low
energy unoccupied orbitals. When the energy levels of the two molecular layers were similar, the
device had electronic characteristics similar to a thick layer of a single molecule, but if the energy
levels differed, the current voltage behavior exhibited pronounced rectification. Higher current was
observed when the acceptor molecule was biased negatively in eight different bilayer combinations, and the direction of
rectification was reversed if the molecular layers were also reversed. Rectification persisted at very low temperature (7 K), and
was activationless between 7 and 100 K. The results are a clear example of a “molecular signature” in which electronic behavior is
directly affected by molecular structure and orbital energies. The rectification mechanism is discussed, and may provide a basis for
rational design of electronic properties by variation of molecular structure.

■ INTRODUCTION

Charge transport in solid state molecular films has stimulated
major research efforts, with one goal being manipulation of
electronic behaviors by changes in molecular structure. For
monomolecular layers or oligomers of organic molecules with
thickness of 1−20 nm, transport properties differ significantly
from those in thicker films, and such devices are considered
“molecular electronics”.1−4 The basic component of molecular
electronics is a “molecular junction (MJ)” consisting of a single
molecule or an ensemble of many molecules oriented in parallel
between two conducting contacts. Quantum mechanical
tunneling and possibly ballistic transport distinguish molecular
electronics from the widely studied “organic electronics” in
which transport occurs by a series of steps, often mediated by
redox exchange. A wealth of results for molecular layers with
thickness, d, in the range d = <1−3 nm strongly support
tunneling as the dominant mechanism for transport in aliphatic
MJs, exhibiting an exponential decrease in junction current with
increasing distance.4−8 The attenuation factor, β, for the
exponential decay is in the range of 7−9 nm−1 for alkane MJs,
comparable to that observed for electron transport through
similar layers to redox systems in electrolyte solution.9−14 MJs
based on alkanes exhibit a range of electronic properties,
including rectification15−19 and inelastic tunneling,20−23 but
transport is generally limited by the high β value to a few
nanometers.
Transport in conjugated molecular layers differs fundamen-

tally from that in alkanes, due mainly to extended delocalization
of orbitals across distances which might be comparable to the
MJ thickness. Although the dependence of MJ current on d is

often exponential, β is much smaller than observed for alkanes,
in the range of <0.1 to 5 nm−1, with the most commonly
reported examples close to 3 nm−1.3,4,24−26 Conjugated MJs
also exhibit strong electronic coupling between the contacts
and the molecules, resulting in a “compression” of tunneling
barriers attributed to electrostatic effects of partial charge
transfer across the contact/molecule interface.27−32 Strong
coupling can decrease the effects of structural changes on
transport for molecular layers in the range of d = 1−5 nm, thus
significantly modifying the energy levels of transport orbitals
relative to those of the free molecules. Some conjugated MJs
also exhibit a change in β for d in the range of 3−8 nm,
attributed to an alternative mechanism to tunneling such as
redox “hopping”.24,25,29 For the case of bisthienylbenzene
(BTB) molecular layers up to d = 22 nm, activationless
transport was observed with a β ≈ 1 nm−1 at temperatures
below 10 K, and high current densities (>10 A/cm2) were
possible without apparent MJ damage.33 These observations
clearly indicate unusual transport mechanisms for conjugated
MJs with d in the range of 5−22 nm, which are consistent
neither with coherent tunneling nor with activated “hopping”
mechanisms based on redox exchange.3

Most conjugated MJs reported to date have contained a
single molecular structure, either as a monolayer or as
oligomers with a range of molecular lengths. In most cases
with a single molecular layer between two electrodes of the
same material, the current-density vs bias voltage (JV) behavior
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is symmetric with respect to polarity, for example in Au/
oligophenylimine/Au MJs28,29,34 and a variety of aromatic
structures between conducting carbon electrodes,3,26,27 includ-
ing the aforementioned BTB oligomer layers with d = 4−22
nm.33 While the current paper is directed toward understanding
how energy levels affect transport, there is significant literature
on “molecular rectifiers”, starting with an early theoretical
proposal by Aviram and Ratner35 based on donor and acceptor
molecules separated by an aliphatic bridge. Decades of research
on rectification by single molecules or ensembles of many
molecules in parallel between two conductors was reviewed
recently,2 with the donor/acceptor mechanism prominent, in
which unidirectional charge transport is favored from the
relatively high energy HOMO of the donor to the LUMO of
the acceptor.36−38 A different mechanism observed in alkyl-
Ferrocene self-assembled monolayers involves differences in
transport mechanisms through the Fc and alkane orbitals, and is
strongly dependent upon the position of the Fc between the
two conducting surfaces.15,17,39,40 Several other mechanisms for
molecular rectification have been reported, including asym-
metric contacts,41−45 ionic screening or transport,46,47 contact
roughness differences,48 and molecular layers on silicon.49−53

There are also many reports about “organic p-n diodes”
composed of >100 nm thick films of organic donor and
acceptor molecules,54−59 but the current report discusses much
thinner molecular layers, i.e., < 20 nm, with different transport
mechanisms as described below.
Our group used a carbon/molecule/carbon MJ structure to

examine molecular bilayers made with “click” chemistry and d <
5 nm, in order to introduce structural asymmetry into the MJ
interior.60 Bilayers containing ethynylbenzene and Fc or
aliphatic molecules did not show JV asymmetry and β was
consistently ∼2.8 nm−1, despite a variety of molecular
structures in the “click” portion of the molecular layer. We
proposed that the differences in molecular structure and orbital

energies in the bilayer were “washed out” by strong electronic
coupling and the majority aromatic composition of the MJ.27,60

This result, combined with the changes in transport mechanism
observed above 5 nm in BTB based junctions,32 stimulated
consideration of bilayers with thicknesses totalling more than 5
nm, to explore the possibility that strong coupling would not
extend across the entire junction and molecular orbital energies
would more strongly affect transport. The current report
describes bilayer MJs made by successive electrochemical
reduction of two different diazonium reagents, yielding bilayer
thicknesses of 10−20 nm, shown schematically in Figure 1a.
The contacts were both disordered sp2 carbon, so composi-
tional asymmetry was present only in the molecular layer.
Recent reports on carbon/carbon MJs with a single molecular
structure show symmetric JV behavior over the entire range of
<4 to 22 nm, and this symmetry is consistent for at least four
distinct oligomer structures.33,61 By varying the composition of
the two molecular layers, the effects of molecular orbital
energies on JV symmetry were observed, and represent a
“molecular signature” demonstrating structural effects on
electronic behavior.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
MJs were fabricated using a pyrolyzed photoresist film (PPF) substrate
and an electron beam deposited carbon (eC) top contact as described
in detail previously,62 with lateral dimensions of 250 by 500 μm (area
= 0.00125 cm2). The work function of PPF was determined by
Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS)27 for five different PPF
preparations made on different days and analyzed within 2 h of
pyrolysis, yielding a value of −4.7 ± 0.1 eV relative to vacuum. With
the exception of bis-thienyl benzene (BTB), diazonium reagents were
synthesized and isolated as fluoroborate salts for 2-anthraquinone
(AQ), fluorene (FL), nitroazobenzene (NAB) and a derivative of
phenyl naphthalene di-imide63 (NDI). Molecular structures of the
aromatic amine precursors are shown in SI, Figure S1. The
fluoroborate salt of BTB could not be isolated, hence it was prepared

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a bilayer molecular junction with an initial layer of anthraquinone (AQ) on pyrolyzed photoresist film (PPF)
followed by a second layer of bis-thienyl benzene (BTB). x and y indicate varying lengths of oligomers. (b) Current density vs bias voltage (JV)
curves of NDI/BTB, NDI-only and BTB-only junctions, obtained in vacuum at 1000 V/s. (c) Same JV curves plotted as ln J vs V. JV curves shown in
all figures are averages of 4 molecular junctions. (d) Image of 250 μm × 500 μm junction, showing tungsten probe tips.
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in situ before electrochemical deposition by previously reported
procedures.33,42,64 Molecular bilayers were deposited by successive
electrochemical reduction of different aromatic diazonium precur-
sors,65 with voltammetric parameters determined empirically. Table S1
of Supporting Information (SI) lists the electrochemical conditions for
all the bilayers reported herein and the resulting layer thicknesses.
Molecular layer thicknesses were determined by AFM “scratching” of a
region adjacent to the molecular junctions,66 using a statistically well-
defined procedure,33 with an example shown in SI Figure S2. For
bilayer devices, the AFM thickness was determined before and after
deposition of the second layer, and the second layer thickness was
obtained by difference. Standard deviations of thickness were in the
range of 0.4 to 0.8 nm as indicated in Table S1. The very thin junction
layers prevented detailed characterization by optical spectroscopy, but
one example for molecules with sufficient UV−vis absorption (AQ and
BTB) is shown in Figure S3 of SI. Comparison of the single layer
absorption with that of the bilayer showed that the layer absorbances
are approximately additive, indicating that the chromophores of the
two molecules are not significantly altered by formation of the bilayer.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of PPF/NDI surfaces before and
after BTB deposition are provided in SI, Figure S4 and Table S2. The
O1s peak from the imide oxygen of NDI decreases in coverage from 7.4
atom % to ∼1.3 atom % upon BTB deposition, and the S2p feature
from BTB increases from 0 to 9.3 atom %. PFF/NDI exhibits an imide
N1s peak at 400.5 eV and 4 atom % coverage, which decreases to near
zero upon BTB deposition. A small azo N1s feature at 399.5 eV appears
after BTB deposition, presumably due to a small amount of azo
coupling which occurs in many diazonium-derived films.67−69 Junction
designations include subscripts indicating layer thicknesses in
nanometers, with all devices using a ∼1 μm thick PPF substrate and
top contact of 10 nm of electron beam carbon and 30 nm of electron
beam deposited Au. For example, PPF/AQ10BTB8/eC10/Au30
indicates a bilayer of 10 nm of AQ and 8 nm of BTB formed
electrochemically on PPF, then the eC/Au top contact deposited in
vacuum, as described previously.62 In all cases, the PPF/molecule/
eC10/Au30 junction structure was used.
Completed molecular junctions were tested initially in air with a

Keithley 2602A source-measurement unit or LabVIEW-based scanning
instruments.70,71 The resulting current-density/voltage (JV) curves
exhibited hysteresis and scan rate dependence when acquired in air
(shown in Figure S5a), implying changes in junction structure and/or
behavior with application of bias scans. In vacuum (<1 × 10−5 Torr for
several hours), these effects were absent, as shown in Figure S5b. The
dynamic properties are likely due to unintended redox reactions
involving residual water, and could be reduced or avoided in a vacuum.
For this reason, all MJs discussed below were transferred from the
electron beam deposition chamber (<1 × 10−6 Torr) to a vacuum
probe station (<1 × 10−4 Torr) with no intervening application of a
bias and minimal air exposure. As shown below, vacuum operation
combined with fast voltammetric scans eliminated hysteresis and also
prolonged junction lifetime, with randomly selected junctions showing
minor changes in JV response after >10 000 scans in vacuum. All JV
curves in figures were obtained in vacuum with a scan rate of 1000 V/
s, and each curve presented in figures is an average of at least four MJs.
The standard deviations of J and RR for 55 MJs and eight bilayer
combinations are provided in Table 1 below, and representative JV
curves with error bars are provided in SI figure S6.

■ RESULTS

The carbon/oligomer/carbon junction structure shown in
Figure 1a and described in detail previously26,27,33,62 is
characterized by covalent, conjugated bonding both between
the PPF contact and the molecular oligomer and within the
molecular layer. While the molecular orientation is largely
perpendicular to the PPF substrate,72 it has a range of dihedral
angles between molecular subunits, as well as variation in the
geometry of the intermolecular linkages. Current-density vs
applied voltage (JV) curves for MJs containing only one

molecular subunit are shown in Figure 1b, for the case of ∼10.5
nm thick films of BTB and NDI. As reported previously, JV
curves for junctions containing only one molecular component
are symmetric with respect to polarity, and differ significantly in
current magnitude provided the thickness, d, is greater than 6
nm.33,61 As shown in Table 1, the calculated HOMO and
LUMO energies for the free molecular monomers of BTB and
NDI differ significantly, with the relatively high energy of the
BTB HOMO (−5.29 vs. vacuum) making it an electron donor,
and the low LUMO energy of NDI (- 3.35 eV) making it an
acceptor. The Fermi level of PPF is assumed to equal the work
function determined by UPS (−4.7 ± 0.1 eV vs vacuum), and
the offset between the molecular orbitals and the contact Fermi
level is often used to estimate the tunneling barriers for MJs.27

Notice that the BTB and NDI current densities differ by two to
3 orders of magnitude for the ∼10.5 nm films, depending on
bias, similar to the difference observed for 7−8 nm thick
devices,61 but much larger than that exhibited in 2−5 nm
MJs.27 Figure 1b also shows the JV response for a bilayer made
by successive reduction of BTB and NDI diazonium precursors,
yielding a thickness comparable to the sum of the two
individual layers. The current density decreases significantly for
the thicker bilayer film, but very asymmetrically with respect to
polarity. The logarithmic plot of Figure 1c shows that the
asymmetry is present over a wide bias range from <2 to 5 V.
The absolute value of the ratio of the current for negative bias
to that for positive bias of the same voltage, often defined as the
rectification ratio (RR) increases from ∼82 at ±3.5 V to 190 at
±4.5 V for the NDI/BTB bilayer. Unless stated otherwise, the
rectification ratios were determined at the bias where either the
negative or positive current density reaches 0.2 A/cm2.
Comparable values for either BTB or NDI alone are less
than 2.0 over the entire voltage range shown in Figure 1, and
up to higher bias for thicker films (see Figure S7a). The
pronounced asymmetry observed for NDI/BTB devices
compared to NDI alone provides good evidence that the eC
top electrode is not penetrating the BTB layer.
As noted previously, a feature of diazonium-derived organic

films is the ability to vary thickness of the molecular layers by
changing the deposition conditions. Figure 2a shows JV curves
for several BTB thicknesses deposited as a second layer on an
initial layer of 13.5 nm NDI, and Figure 2b is the same data on
a logarithmic scale. A 2 nm BTB layer has little effect on JV
symmetry, with a RR < 2 at ±3.6 V, but a 6 nm BTB layer
shows rectification, with RR = 25 at ±3.9 V. The effect of BTB
thickness is asymmetric with respect to bias, and may be
visualized as a plot of ln J vs BTB layer thickness, analogous to
the “β” plots often presented for single-layer molecular
junctions. Figure 2c shows such plots of ln J vs BTB thickness

Table 1. Calculated Orbital Energies from Density
Functional Theorya

free molecules dimers

HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV)

BTB −5.29 −1.48 −4.99 −1.93
NDI −6.92 −3.35 −6.41 −3.38
AQ −7.00 −2.77 −6.83 −3.03
FL −5.75 −0.71 −5.31 −1.18
NAB −6.66 −3.04 −6.61 −3.64

aB3LYP 6-31G(d), in Gaussian 09. This procedure often yields higher
LUMO energies and HOMO−LUMO gaps than observed exper-
imentally, so the LUMOs should be considered approximate.
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at +3 and −3 V, with a constant thickness of 13.5 nm of NDI.
The slopes are 0.4 nm−1 at −3 V and 0.8 nm−1 at +3 V, with the
higher value corresponding to the greater attenuation of J with
BTB thickness at positive bias. Table 2 lists the rectification
ratios for various single layer and bilayer MJs, and the largest
RR values were observed for bilayers with both components
having layer thicknesses of ∼10 nm. As shown in Figure S8, an
NDI layer thinner than 10 nm produced weak rectification,
similar to the case for thin BTB layers on NDI13.5. Although the
difficulty of fabrication of bilayers with controlled thickness
made a systematic study difficult, the remaining bilayer devices
had approximately equal thicknesses of both components, in
the range of 8−14 nm.
To test the role of orbital energies on JV symmetry, NDI-AQ

bilayers were compared to NDI-BTB. As noted above, NDI and
BTB have quite different calculated HOMO and LUMO
energies, with NDI considered an acceptor and BTB a donor.
The orbital energies depend on the length of the oligomers,

with the HOMO−LUMO difference decreasing for longer
molecules,26 and Table 1 includes energies for both monomers
and dimers. Using the dimers as approximations of the
oligomer energies, the HOMO energies for BTB and NDI
differ by 1.42 eV, while the LUMOs differ by 1.45 eV. In
contrast, AQ and NDI are both acceptors, with their dimer
HOMOs differing by 0.42 eV and LUMOs by 0.35 eV. These
differences are more easily visualized in the energy diagrams of
Figure 3a and 3b, which assume an electrode Fermi level of
−4.7 V vs vacuum.
Although electronic coupling between the oligomers and the

contacts as well as between bilayers is likely significant and may
affect orbital energies, the schematics of Figure 3a and 3b
provide some guidance regarding orbital energy differences.
Figure 3c is an overlay of the NDI/BTB results of Figures 1 and
2 for two thicknesses of each molecular layer, each showing
significantly higher currents for negative bias and RR of 35 and
80 as listed in Table 2. The RR typically increases with bias, e.g.

Figure 2. (a) Overlay of JV curves of a series of bilayers with constant NDI thickness and increasing BTB thickness as indicated. (b) Overlay of ln J
vs V curves for the same devices. (c) Plots of ln J versus the BTB thickness measured at ±3 V. Slopes indicate the attenuation coefficient for the BTB
layer.

Table 2. Rectification Ratios for NDI and BTB Single Component MJs and NDI-BTB Bilayers

first layer thickness, nm second layer thickness,a nm total thickness, nm V1 for |J| = 0.2 A/cm2 J (−V1) J (+V1) RR (±V1)

NDI 13.5 0 13.5 −3.2 −0.195 0.391 0.50
NDI 10.7 0 10.7 −2.96 −0.208 0.484 0.43
NDI 4.1 0 4.1 −0.27 −0.204 0.188 1.09
NDI 23.9 0 23.9 6 −0.064 0.182 0.35
BTB 10.4 0 10.4 −1.47 −0.202 0.157 1.29
BTB 22 0 22.2 −3.63 −0.210 0.483 0.43
NDI/BTB 13.5 2 15.7 −3.59 −0.212 0.264 0.80
NDI/BTB 13.5 6 19.7 −3.92 −0.203 0.008 25.0
NDI/BTB 3.8 6.5 10.3 −1.97 −0.212 0.199 1.06
NDI/BTB 4.1 9.2 13.3 −2.58 −0.199 0.061 3.27
NDI/BTB 13.5 9 22.5 −4.53 −0.208 0.006 34.8
NDI/BTB 10.7 10.3 21 −3.92 −0.207 0.003 80

aDetermined by difference between total and first layer thicknesses.
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RR = 19 (V = ±2 V), 58 (±3 V), 148 (±4 V), and 240 (±5 V)
for the case of NDI10.7/BTB10.3 shown in Figure 3c and 3d. As
shown in Figure 3d, an NDI10.7AQ11.9 junction has a small
rectification ratio (<2 at ±6.2 V), compared to 240 at ±5 V for
NDI10.7BTB10.3. Note also that all junctions in this comparison
have compositionally similar sp2 carbon contacts, so changes in
rectification cannot result from differences in the contact work
functions and must result from changes in molecular structure
or the molecule/contact interfaces.
To further confirm that the origin of rectification is due to

molecular properties and not the contacts or junction structure,
additional bilayers were examined. Attempts to change the
direction of rectification in the NDI/BTB system by changing
the order of the two layers resulted in BTB/NDI devices with
low yield and short lifetime, but combinations of AQ with BTB
or FL were more successful. Figure 4a shows rectification by an
AQ8.4/FL12.3 bilayer junction, with RR = 440 at ±5.5 V. As was
the case with NDI/BTB, large J was observed when the layer

containing the stronger electron acceptor (AQ) was biased
negative. Also shown in Figure 4a is a FL12AQ5.3 device, that
has the order of the two layers reversed for which the direction
of rectification is also reversed, with RR = 0.020 at ±4.7 V.
Note that the larger J is still observed when the AQ layer is
biased negatively, and rectification direction is determined
solely by the order of the layers and the difference in orbital
energies. Figure 4b shows a similar comparison for AQ/BTB
devices, which also exhibit reversal of the direction of
rectification when the order of the layers is reversed. Figure
5a−c compares the NDI/AQ bilayer to NDI/NAB and NDI/
FL bilayer junctions, all with total molecular layer thickness in
the range of 20−23 nm. Figure 5d−f shows the same data as |J|
vs |V| to more readily observe the differences between the
positive and negative polarities. Table 3 lists JV and RR results
for eight bilayer junctions with molecular layer thicknesses in
the range of 17−24 nm. The RR was determined in all cases at
the applied bias which produced |J| = 0.2 A/cm2, and is always

Figure 3. Energy level diagrams for (a) NDI-BTB, and (b) NDI-AQ bilayers, based on free-molecule DFT energies for the HOMO (blue) and
LUMO (red) at zero bias. (c) JV curves for NDI-BTB rectifiers with slightly different thicknesses. Note the significant asymmetry relative to V = 0
(dotted line). (d) JV curve of NDI-BTB rectifying bilayer compared to symmetric JV curve of NDI-AQ bilayer.

Figure 4. Reversal of the rectification direction with reversing the order of layers in (a) AQ-FL, and (b) AQ-BTB. The insets depict the energy level
diagrams of the bilayer components at zero bias, for the case with AQ bonded to PPF in the first layer.
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stated as the absolute value of the ratio of J for negative bias to J
for positive bias. The RR values less than one correspond to the
cases where rectification is reversed from that observed for
NDI/BTB (i.e., BTB/AQ and FL/AQ, shown in Figure 4).
Table 3 includes the standard deviations of J and RR for at least
four junctions of each type as well as the RR observed near the
compliance limit of the instrument. In most cases, the RR
increased with bias as noted above for NDI/BTB, but in two
cases (AQ/FL and NDI/FL) the RR decreased slightly
between V1 and Vmax, as shown in Table 3.
Charge transport in “bulk” organic semiconductors and redox

polymers with layer thickness >100 nm is generally temperature
dependent, attributed to various mechanisms such as Marcus-

like redox exchange and variable range hopping. Molecular
junctions with d < 5 nm are temperature independent, as
expected for tunneling transport, notably conjugated examples
such as NAB26 and oligophenylimines.25,29 The temperature
dependence of the NDI10.7/BTB10.3 bilayer MJ was examined
over the range of 7−320 K in order to provide mechanistic
insights, with the results shown in Figure 6 and Table 4.
Figure 6a shows that rectification is maintained at 7 K, and

that there is little change in the JV response between 7 and 100
K. Arrhenius plots of ln J(−4.5 V) and ln J(+4.5 V) vs 1/T in
Figure 6c show a gradual change in slope from ∼100 meV at
high T to 5−30 meV in the range of 110−140 K. Arrhenius
plots for the 7−320 K range in Figure 6d and for a different

Figure 5. JV curves for (a) NDI-AQ, (b). NDI-NAB, and (c) NDI-FL bilayer junctions with the indicated layer thicknesses. To illustrate asymmetry,
the same JV curves are plotted as the absolute value of current density versus absolute value of bias voltage for (d) NDI-AQ, (e) NDI-NAB, and (f)
NDI-FL.

Table 3. Rectification Ratios of Various Bilayer Combinations

bilayer
first layer

thickness, nm
second layer
thickness, nm

total
thickness,

nm
V1 for |J| =
0.2 A/cm2

J
(−V1) J (+V1)

RSDa of J
(−V1)

RR
(±V1)

RR
(±Vmax)

b
RSDa in RR
(±Vmax)

c
#

junctions

NDI/BTB 10.7 10.3 21 −3.92 −0.207 0.003 36% 80 240 39% 25
(±5 V)

NDI/AQ 10.7 11.9 22.6 −6.19 −0.199 0.100 14% 2.0 2.5 21% 4
(±8 V)

NDI/NAB 10.7 11.4 22.1 −5.48 −0.206 0.038 16% 5.0 8 28% 4
(±6.5 V)

NDI/FL 10.7 13 23.7 −7.03 −0.200 0.001 9% 170 155 64% 4
(±8.5 V)

AQ/BTB 8.4 11.6 20 −3.55 −0.210 0.003 13% 66.0 95 13% 4
(±4.5 V)

BTB/AQ 11 13 24 4.15 −0.031 0.219 24%c 0.140 0.05 32% 4
(±5 V)

AQ/FL 8.4 12.3 20.7 −5.55 −0.210 0.00048 18% 440 290 5% 4
(±6.5 V)

FL/AQ 12 5.3 17.3 4.68 −0.004 0.208 49%c 0.020 0.014 38% 6
(±5.5 V)

aRelative standard deviation based on the number of junctions indicated in the far right column. bRR values at maximum compliance of the
instrument. cDetermined at +V1 due to reversal of rectification
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junction show very weak temperature dependence below 100
K, with Arrhenius slopes statistically indistinguishable from
zero. The rectification ratio at ±4.5 V is also plotted in panels c
and d, for comparison to the changes in current density. The
variation in RR at low T varies from sample to sample
presumably due to thickness variations of the two layers, but in
all cases the RR for a given MJ was constant with temperature
below 100 K.

■ DISCUSSION

The experimental results permit several conclusions about the
effect of molecular energy levels on current voltage response in
single component and bilayer molecular junctions. Regarding
the single-component layers, we conclude first that conjugated
bilayers can support electron transport across molecular layer
thicknesses greater than 20 nm, much too far for coherent
tunneling, and much farther than transport in alkanes.
Transport persists even for temperatures below 10 K, implying
that Marcus-type reorganization before electron transport is not
a prerequisite for transport and alternatives to coherent
tunneling and Marcus transport must be considered.33 This
observation rules out many of the conduction mechanisms
reported for thick organic semiconductors, such as activated
redox exchange “hopping”, which may only contribute at and
above room temperature in the current devices. Second, all
cases of single-component molecular layers yielded nearly
symmetric JV response, with RR < 2. Considering NDI and
BTB, the single component junctions are symmetric (BTB10.4,
RR = 1.3; NDI10.7, RR = 0.43; BTB22, RR = 0.43, NDI23.9, RR =
0.35), while a NDI10.7/BTB10.3 bilayer is asymmetric, with RR =
80). We reported previously that 4−22 nm BTB MJs exhibited
symmetric JV curves,33 so the JV symmetry of single
component layers for d > 5 nm was expected. However, the
large difference in conductance between NDI10.7 and BTB10.4
(Figure 1b,c) was not expected if the trend observed for d < 5
nm persisted in thicker MJs. We have reported that aromatic
molecular junctions with d = 2−5 nm and a >2 eV variation in

Figure 6. (a) JV curves for NDI10.7BTB10.3 bilayer junction at indicated temperatures from 7 to 320 K. (b) Magnified plot of −2 to −5 V bias range.
(c) ln J (left axis) vs 1/T at ±4.5 V for a NDI10.7BTB10.3 bilayer junction with several Arrhenius slopes indicated. Temperature dependence of RR
(±4.5) also shown using right axis. (d). ln J and RR for 7 K to 300 K, in same format as (c).

Table 4. Arrhenius Slopes for Indicated Temperature
Ranges, All in meV

bias, V 7−100 K 110−140 K 280−320 K

NDI10.7/BTB10.3 +4.5 <0.02 4 75
+4.0 <0.02 6 79
+3.5 <0.02 1 123
+3.0 9 141
+2.5 14 176
−2.5 22 272
−3.0 28 240
−3.5 0.05 11 196
−4 <0.02 9 137
−4.5 0.05 7 107

NDI10.7 +3.0 1.8 42
+2.5 2 56
+2.0 6.5 44
−2.0 7.3 31
−2.5 3.7 54
−3.0 2 39

BTB22a +4.5 0.15b 11.4c 19d

+4.0 0.16b 14c 23d

+3.5 17.4c 42d

+3.0 22c 47d

+2.5 28c 98d

−2.5 25.9c 99d

−3.0 12.5c 85d

−3.5 20.25c 59d

−4.0 0.1b 16.89c 34d

−4.5 0.09b 13.46c 25d

BTB10.4
a +2.0 0.1b 2c 36d

+1.5 0.1b 4c 54d

+1.0 0.01b 5c 75d

aData from reference 33. b5−50 K temperature range. c100−200 K.
d200−300 K.
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HOMO and LUMO energies had very similar JV behavior, in
both magnitude and dependence on thickness.27 The weak
effect of orbital energies on JV response was attributed to
strong electronic coupling between the carbon contacts and the
aromatic molecules, which causes deviation from classical
Mott−Schottky behavior. This coupling has a “leveling” effect
(or “vacuum level shift”) which is known to occur at metal/
organic interfaces.31,73,74 However, for d ≥ 7 nm, single-
component layers of NDI and BTB current densities differ by
orders of magnitude (Figure 1b), as do NDI, BTB, azobenzene
and NAB devices used for light emission experiments.61 An
important conclusion about single-component MJs from these
observations is that molecular structure and presumably orbital
energies have pronounced effects on JV behavior for aromatic
MJs with d > 5 nm. This result is reasonable if the strong
coupling effect is limited to ∼5 nm from the conducting carbon
surface in aromatic devices, and current research on this
possibility is in progress.
As noted in the introduction, the JV response for bilayers

with total thickness <5 nm did not differ significantly from
single-component MJs, even for substantial structural and
orbital energy differences.60 Thicker bilayers of molecules with
similar HOMO and LUMO energies (NDI10.7 and AQ11.9) and
similar thickness to NDI10.7/BTB10.3 exhibit small asymmetry
(RR = 2). The NDI/AQ bilayer with a total thickness of 22.5
nm (Figure 3d) and a 24 nm NDI single-component MJ
(Figure S7b) have similar symmetry (RR ≤ 2). However,
significant asymmetry (RR > 10) occurs when both the HOMO
and LUMO energies of the two component layers differ by
more than 1 eV. In all cases where RR > 10, involving eight
different bilayer combinations, the larger current of the
asymmetric JV curve occurs when the stronger electron
donor (i.e., higher HOMO energy) is positively biased and
the stronger electron acceptor (lower LUMO energy) is

negatively biased. Asymmetry was decreased significantly (RR <
10) for NDI/BTB if one or both of the two layers was thinner
than 6 nm (Table 2). At least for the range of bilayer
combinations studied, large RR required both layers to be ∼10
nm, although there is likely room for further optimization.
Finally, the RR for NDI/BTB decreases with decreasing
temperature by a factor of 2−3 between 300 and 7 K, but is
still large at 7K (∼150 in Figure 6d). The RR is nearly constant
and the Arrhenius slopes are statistically zero from 7 to 100 K,
indicating that activation or reorganization before electron
transfer are not important for transport and rectification at low
temperature. The increases of the observed Arrhenius slope
above 100 K could arise from several effects, including Fermi
function26 or molecular energy level broadening or activated
redox exchange,33 but neither effect is required for the observed
rectification.
These observations clearly demonstrate that orbital energies

can determine electronic behavior, and that a rectifying
molecular junction can be “designed” on the basis of differences
in HOMO and LUMO energies. This conclusion represents
one example of the “molecular signature” often sought in
molecular electronics, in which electronic behavior can be
altered, perhaps systematically, by changes in molecular
structure. The mechanism underlying the effect of orbital
energies on JV symmetry may be considered starting with the
diagram of Figure 7a, which shows the Fermi levels and orbital
energies for a NDI/BTB bilayer junction containing five NDI
molecules and seven BTB molecules, for idealized layer
thicknesses of 10.3 and 11.0 nm to approximate the devices
with the observed JV behavior shown in Figure 1. The dashed
red line indicates the potential profile for the simplest case of a
constant electric field across a dielectric material under bias. As
already noted, breakdown of the Mott−Schottky approximation
may perturb the field and energy distributions near the

Figure 7. (a) Energy level diagram for a bilayer junction of five NDI molecules and seven BTB molecules, to approximate the NDI10.7BTB10.3 bilayer
junction at zero bias, using free-molecule DFT energies and a PPF Fermi level of −4.7 eV. (b) the same diagram with a −4 V bias (PPF negative),
assuming a linear potential profile through the molecular layers. (c) same diagram for +4 V bias. Arrows indicate possible electron transfers between
contacts and molecular layers (see text for explanation).
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contacts, but the diagram ignores that effect for simplicity. The
weak temperature dependence of both J and RR, particularly
below 200 K, indicates that thermal population of the LUMO
or Marcus-like reorganization before electron transfer are
unlikely to be involved significantly in transport. As shown in
Figure 7b, the high electric field under bias (∼2 MV/cm for V =
−4 V), is predicted to cause significant shifts in orbital energies
due to the linear potential profile altering the local electrostatic
potential of each molecule in the bilayer. A bias of −4 V (with
PPF negative) could raise the HOMO energies of molecules
close to the eC contact and permit transport from a HOMO
into empty eC orbitals, as indicated by the solid red arrow in
7B. Such transport could be by tunneling or field ionization,33

but in either case the distance is much shorter than the 21 nm
bilayer thickness. One possibility for continued transport is
shown by the dashed red arrows, with the net result being
transport from PPF to eC through the molecular HOMOs. The
opposite bias of +4 V as shown in Figure 7c indicates a quite
different situation. Electrons in the NDI HOMO cannot
transfer into the filled PPF orbitals, nor can electrons in eC
reach empty BTB orbitals. Note that this simple model relies
only on the differences in frontier orbital energies of the
molecular layers, since the Fermi levels of the carbon contacts
are nominally equal. Therefore, bilayers made from two
molecules with similar HOMO and LUMO energies (e.g.,
NDI/AQ) yield nearly symmetric JV response, while reversing
the order of the two layers in AQ/FL or AQ/BTB causes
reversal of the direction of rectification.
As already noted, in all rectifying bilayers (with RR > 10), the

larger junction current was observed when the stronger
electron acceptor was biased negative and the stronger donor
was biased positive. The concept of “injection” often used in
organic electronics applies to the current devices, but with
some limitations. The higher currents correspond to the lower
“injection” barriers for the rectifiers, but this process is not
thermally activated, and can occur at either PPF or eC
interfaces with the bilayer. Asymmetry is not the result of
different contact work functions, as is often the case for organic
p−n junctions with much thicker layers. “Injection” in the
current devices is likely field driven and operative even at low
temperature, with RR constant from 7 to 200 K. Previous
reports based on transport26 and photocurrents63,75 indicated
that transport in several aromatic carbon-based MJs with d < 5
nm is hole mediated, meaning the important barrier is that
between the molecular HOMO and the contact Fermi level. An
exception is NDI, which exhibits photocurrents consistent with
LUMO mediation.63 While the observed RR roughly correlates
with the HOMO to Fermi Level offset, it also does to the
LUMO to Ef offset. Figure 7b also shows an electron
transported from PPF to the NDI LUMO (dashed blue
arrow), resulting in similar rectification. The current results
clearly indicate that molecular structure and orbital energies can
affect the electronic behavior of bilayer molecular junctions, but
additional examples are necessary to identify which orbitals are
involved. In addition, the mechanism of Figure 7 applies to
bilayers which are made entirely from conjugated molecules,
and lack the mix of aliphatic and aromatic components in which
rectification is observed in alkyl ferrocene molecular
junctions.15,17,40 The larger variation in orbital energies and
dielectric constant of the latter devices may result in a quite
different rectification mechanism.
In conclusion, the results provide a “molecular signature”

that exhibits significant changes in electronic behavior with

variation of molecular structure. In all cases studied, the
molecular layers were thicker than the approximately 5 nm over
which strong electronic coupling with the carbon contact is
observed, where the aforementioned “leveling” effect decreases
the effect of orbital energy variation.27 While the rectification
direction is similar to that observed for much thicker organic
“p−n” junctions, the mechanism does not involve the same
“injection” present in organic light emitting diodes, and it does
not require contacts with different work functions. As is likely
also the case for unimolecular rectifiers, the nanoscale transport
distances and high electric fields of the current devices enable
transport mechanisms not operative in conventional organic
electronics in films with thicknesses greater than 100 nm.
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